This chart includes the seven major Joseph Smith–era compilations of revelations, plotted on a timeline to illustrate the creation dates for each compilation. An arrow from one compilation to another indicates that the former was a major source text for the latter. Some of these compilations also made minor contributions to one or more of the other compilations, but those contributions are not charted here. In addition to the compilations included in this chart, a number of other miscellaneous sources, some of them unidentified, were used as source texts for the published versions. It is also probable in some cases that there were intermediate texts between a source text and a particular published version. More detail on filial relationships is available in the historical introductions and footnotes in the main body of this volume.

**Key**
- Revelation Book 1 Created ca. Mar. 1831–July 1835
- Revelation Book 2 Created ca. Feb. 1832–ca. Nov. 1834
- Star Revelations printed in *The Evening and the Morning Star*, June 1832–June 1833 (vol. 1, no. 1–vol. 2, no. 1)
- Star reprint Revelations reprinted in *Evening and Morning Star*, Jan. 1835–June 1836 (vol. 1, no. 1–vol. 2, no. 1)
- BoC Book of Commandments, created ca. Dec. 1832–July 1833
- 1844 D&C Doctrine and Covenants, 1844 edition, created spring 1844–Aug. 1844

**Filial relationships among major Joseph Smith–era compilations of revelations**